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So rare, and so beautiful
PAROMITA PAIN

Rigzin is a nature guide and this is a story of one day in his life…

The Himalayas seem so huge and so far away isn’t it? Have you ever wondered
about those who live in its snowy midst? The Ghost of the Mountain by Sujatha
Padmanabhan is about a boy from the village of Ang who is a trained nature
guide. A nature guide is someone who shows people the natural delights of any
place like birds, animals, flowers of rather than important buildings. The story
spans one day in his life. It’s Budhpurnima, a day of grea t significance to the
Buddhists of Ladakh. But Rigzin has no idea of how special the day is really
going to be. A rare snow leopard is about to be killed and people are really
angry at the number of animals he has killed.

Conservation

How do you talk to grown ups, especially angry grownups who know you as a
pipsqueak? Rigzin may be only 16 but he does more than just speak. He helps
them change their mind and also teaches them important lessons about
protecting wild species. Creatures don’t just become rare and go extinct on
their own. Man with his activities and often attitudes has a big role to play. We
have taken over a planet where every creature has a right to be. Our earth
isn’t ours alone and this is the simple story conveyed with telling effect. The
illustrations by Madhuvanti Anantharajan are warm and happy ones that
capture the simple life that Rigzin and his friends lead. Note the huge amount
of detail that has gone into these drawings. Rigzin saves this white leopard but
there are many other species that you can protect from the safety of your
home. If only the book has more on how you could do your bit!

THE GHOST OF THE MOUNTAIN by Sujatha Padmanabhan, Kalpavriksh

An excerpt:

Tashi’s wife, Choral, had woken up in the morning as usual. But as she went
up to the roof to gather firewood to light the stove, she heard a low, growling
sound. Running to the lhas, she opened the door. To her utter horror she saw
a snow leopard crouching in a corner. There were blood stains covering the
floor. All her goats and sheep lay motionless. They had all been killed by the
leopard.
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